
Sailing for Everyone
Hansa Sailing Systems is a designer and manufacturer of small
lightweight keelboats based in Australia but with a network of
builders and distributors around the world.

The focus of the company is to make the sport and recreation of
sailing colourful, appealing, accessible and affordable for a
broader range of people. Our aim is... Sailing For Everyone!

Hansa Sailing (previously Access Sailing) produces a
series of boat models of unique design focusing on
safety, stability and ease of use. They range from
participation level craft to high performance racing
skiffs and all boats have an active international racing
program.

There is also a wide choice of accessories and system
components that extend the functionality of the boats
and make life onshore, and at the waters edge, easier
for sailors and helpers.

Hansa 2.3
More than 1000 2.3's are sailing in over 20 countries.
The 2.3 is available in both Single and Wide seat
versions along with the wide seat Breeze model. The
2.3 is the ideal boat for a first-time sailing experience.

Hansa 303
The 303 has two sails and can accommodate one or
two sailors. Available in the Wide and Breeze models,
the 303 has a larger carrying capacity, along with more
ballast and sail area than the 2.3. Over 900 are sailing
worldwide.
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liberty
The 3.6M Liberty, with its high freeboard design, high
stability ballasted centreboard and unique reefing
system, provides a performance sailboat that can be
enjoyed in a wide range of wind and sea conditions.
Suitable for intermediate and advanced level
competitors including sailors with limited mobility.

SKUD18
The 5.8m SKUD (SKiff - Universal Design) has been
designed from a performance basis to offer crisp and
snappy response. It can be sailed as a two or three
person sportsboat - with options for footrests, a
centreline seat and trapeze - or with two centreline
canting seats as used for Paralympic competition.

System Accessories
A complete system of equipment is provided to add
further functionality to the range of Hansa sailboats and
enable them to be operated in a variety of physical
environments. This includes servo-electric steering and
sheet-winches, portable davit crane, shore shuttle, keel
caddie, trailers, portable pontoons and more.

For information about which Hansa sailboat or system
equipment is best for you, contact Hansa Sailing or your
nearest distributor.
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Hansa Sailing Systems Pty Ltd
9/4 Cumberland Avenue
SOUTH NOWRA NSW 2541
AUSTRALIA
Telephone +61 244030595
Facsimile +61 2 4403 0598
Email admin@hansasailing.com
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